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 Wayside, Worth Matravers  c1965 

The smell of catmint triggers fading 

memories of Wayside and its wild 

garden, a meadow of flowers. 

Pyramidal and bee orchid, 

cowslips, buttercups, pink plumes 

of sainfoine surrounded by a 

boundary of brambles.  

I remember the fun we had leaping 

into the dense box hedges from the 

top of a step ladder and crawling 

along our makeshift tunnels in their 

undergrowth. Long summers 

marked by the arrival of swallows, 

wondering if it were the same pair 

taking up residence in the garage 

each year and in winter hearing the 

repetitive hum of the chimney cowl 

in an easterly blow or pulling back  

the  curtains in the morning to an 

empty scene and the muffled sound 

of Moaning Minnie.  
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Clambering over the wall and 

heading down to Winspit, straying 

from the track to meander among 

the flower rich slopes, teeming with 

white, brown, and blue butterflies.  

Being given half a crown by my 

parents for completing a length of 

the pool at Dancing Ledge, a place 

my grandfather was so familiar 

with and making it across to the far 

rock at Winspit for the first time.  

During those initial summers, 

immersed in a world of sea 

anenomies, crabs, limpits and rock 

pools. Catching goggies and the 

ease of plucking wrasse from the 

sea and freeing them later in the 

day.  
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And the exhilaration watching badgers around 

dusk at the sett above Old Quarry cottage at 

Winspit, sitting patiently down breeze. On one 

occasion with Ashly Ailes who took this black 

and white photograph with a red filtered light, 

my introduction to black and white 

photography. 

Exploring the dark-damp caves in the disused 

quarries at Winspit, disturbed only by the 

hollow sound of dripping water, always felt 

very daring. Slightly less so with a torch or 

candle in hand looking for the small tight 

clusters of greater horseshoe bats hanging from 

the ceilings. At dusk watching their silhouttes 

darting around the sky weaving in and out of the 

constellations. 

And at the end of the day, the most captivating 

experience of all, lying back gazing up at the 

night sky. Looking for shooting stars and 

watching the sunlight reflecting from the full 

moon striking the sea, exposing the horizon 

beyond East and West Man. Their medieval 

lynchets carpeted in wild flowers. Samples of 

which my mother June, born on mid-summer’s 

day, loved pressing between several volumes of 

Encyclopedia Britannica.  


